
True Tune 
－Description on the impression of recent works of Zhang Jingli 
 
 

I 

Scores of dazzling Monkey Kings of different sizes are brandishing golden cudgels while joking, laughing, 

and playing; under the blue sky, on the biggest and fresh peach in an exuberant peach tree, little Monkey 

King is sleeping; under the starry sky, Monkey King, showing his superhuman powers and exhaling fairy 

gas, is driving crowds of little Monkey kings metamorphosed from monkey hairs……Since the second half 

of 2008, Monkey Kings of all forms have become the uppermost artistic image of Zhang Jingli in recent 

years. 

  

Although Zhang Jingli is not the only artist who first applies “Monkey King”, a mythical image, that 

Chinese people love to see and hear, and are very familiar with, he is bound to be the artist who applies 

“Monkey King” that is truest to the external image and inner spirit and characters built successfully in 

Havoc in Heaven, a famous animated film in 1960s. For Zhang Jingli who was born in 1970, “Monkey 

King” processed excellently by Wan Laiming and Zhang Guangyu, etc. is the incontrovertible “prototype” 

of the mythical figure, this omnipotent, joyful hero defying brutal force also shaped their righteous, free, 

and ideal personality with stretched human nature in their early youth. Therefore, behind these “Monkey 

Kings” trying to be true to the prototype of the animated film, internal conflict between the heavy and 

depressed inner feelings of adults and pure and stretched ideal characters of teenagers is actually 

implied. 

 

By now, “Monkey King” series of Zhang Jingli have formed three relatively stable image modes in which 

every image also has relatively stable ideographic structure. The first kind of image modes, represented 

by works such as November 19, 2008 and July 22, 2011, is the images constituted by the main image that 

many Monkey Kings are brandishing golden cudgels. For Zhang Jingli, these bustling, confusing, and 

dazzling psychedelic images constituted by many Monkey Kings of different sizes brandishing golden 

cudgels as well as joking, laughing, and playing are all a kind of obscure metaphor by us to the noisy, 

strange, and rapidly changing living world. Compared with those pieces of works using symbolized 

images such as red-crowned crane, Mickey Mouse, Chinese stone lion, and David di Michelangelo to 

externally show the social atmosphere of a specific period of China, the new works obviously returns to 



itself, since it is just this noisy world that forms the joyful hero of the character ideal in his early youth. 

However, a more specific spiritual theme of such works created by Zhang Jingli shows the conflict 

between the heart yearning for freedom and emancipation and the blank and depressing reality. In 

pictures of Zhang Jingli, the omnipotent “Monkey King” with stretched character while making fun and 

cursing angrily in Havoc in Heaven to cope with problems, neither eliminates demons, nor plays tricks on 

those bluffing divine troops descending from Heaven-he has no enemies and his joking laughing and 

playing, the ability of seventy-two transformations, and the extremely powerful ideal golden cudgel in his 

hand only constitute dazzling, unavailing, and unreal images. 

 

The second kind of image is constituted by blue sky, leafy and fresh green fruit trees, large and plump 

peaches, and little Monkey Kings sunk in sleep on the peaches. In such works as October 28, 2009 and 

January 20, 2011, these rich images created by blue sky, fresh green peach trees, and large, plump, and 

fresh peaches hung over the peach branches are obviously a metaphor of our rich times. However, in 

works of Zhang Jingli, the blue and pure but ineffably dull sky, leafy and fresh green but shaded peach 

trees, and large and fresh but superficial and false peaches represent an impractical and ominous 

“richness”. In such image, the sweet and free sound sleep of little Monkey King actually refer to the inner 

weariness on the impractical and ominous real world. 

 

The third kind of works, with relatively small sizes of pictures, describes the large and fresh peaches hung 

over the peach branches and Monkey King lying on the peach, of which the meaning structures are 

generally the same as the second kind. Therefore, they look like the local features of the second kind of 

works. What shall be noticed are, since the pictures focus on the large fruits and soundly sleeping 

Monkey King, these pieces of works weaken the ominous psychological atmosphere but intensify the 

flashy and raffish and meretricious flavor. Meanwhile, through the in-depth depiction of the soundly 

sleeping Monkey King-especially the childish Monkey King, the works also highlights the feelings of 

weariness and incapability of the character.  

II 

Although Zhang Jingli had a clear-cut understanding on the principle of image of the contemporary 

painting long before, it is very difficult for people to link his works with “contemporary”, a word endowing 

the artists of the times with academic legitimacy since his works seemingly, in deed, lacks a little 

“contemporary temperament”. 



  

As an artist full of moral principles, as early as 2005 while Zhang Jingli was creating such works as May 

2005, he has confirmed the artistic way to express an individual’s frosty social observation by the 

image-based painting. This works, constituted by children having fun, laughing and playing Chinese 

stone lion, David di Michelangelo with severe look, and those sunflowers chocking up the rest space by 

the way of approximately axial symmetry, does not obviously depict some kind of objective view trustily, 

but borrow the once inundant composite images but lacking aesthetic taste by the computer to imply the 

noisy, vulgar, and worrying social atmosphere of a certain period. 

 

The image logic of May 2005 is not different from the rather popular gingerbready art in this period. Those 

vulgar children, silly laughing and playing Chinese stone lions, and brilliant and gingerbready sunflowers 

in the picture may also easily make people think of some characteristics of gaudy art. However, relative to 

the intentional visual atmosphere implied in the classic gaudy art works, rebellious mood behind the 

frivolous tart intonation, and the sagacity knowing the world clearly, the works of Zhang Jingli imitating the 

public image which lacks aesthetic taste by stereotyped academic skills shows priggish strictness and 

simplicity which is inappropriate to the wise times. This is the crucial reason. Although Zhang Jingli has a 

clear-cut understanding on the image logic of the contemporary painting as well, he totally rejects various 

contemporary tunes with “unique charm” endowed to those ordinary and even fulsome visual images in a 

specific period-relative to all sorts of “contemporary tunes”, the tune in May 2005 is too simple obviously. 

  

However, For Zhang Jingli, such true tune which can not be hidden is not formed by instinct; it also 

experiences twists and turns of “looking for hundreds of times”. From 1997 on, Zhang Jingli has stayed in 

Beijing, the most important leading edge site of Chinese contemporary art and his special relationship 

with Yin Chaoyang (classmate during art college entrance examination) made him not only witness the 

whole process that the rise to fame of this important artist representing “The Generation after 70s”, but 

also sympathetically experienced the profound changes of the leading edge site for more than ten years 

after which, within a very long period, Zhang Jingli was hesitating but experiencing confidently various 

artistic languages which were different from the art trend of 1990s distinctly to try to find an artistic way 

which belongs to himself and the generation. However, the suddenly born concept of “The Generation 

after 70s” made him encounter unprecedented puzzle and worry-the recognition and expectation of this 

time on “this generation” is at opposite poles of the inner feeling of Zhang Jingli-through bitter 



introspection, he gave up all sorts of tests of more contemporary formal languages but decisively selected 

such simple artistic way which is greatly different from the art of “The Generation after 70s”. He realized, 

for an artist like him who was neither good at amazing languages nor reacted sensitively and drastically 

on specific social psychologic atmosphere, the most important was not to catch various unpredictable 

“contemporary state” sharply but to return the “true self”, and explore the inherent value of the “true self” 

by simplest step by step. In this way, the tune of May 2005 which is malposed with the times, in fact, 

implies the awareness of Zhang Jingli on individual true qualities.  

III 

Before creating the theme of “Monkey King”, Zhang Jingli always expressed his own frosty social 

observation by such simple image style. He used such images with distinct symbolic meanings as the red 

flag, five-pointed star, David di Michelangelo, Mickey Mouse, Chinese stone lion, lion, wolf dog, flying 

red-crowned crane, and laughing and playing children, etc. to combine different pieces of works so as to 

reveal the social realities of showy and vulgar commercial atmosphere, mixed and shallow social concept, 

and overspreading but increasingly apathic ideology. Although, at the present day that all kinds of 

complicated and strange social experiences have become the psychological normality of artists, such 

social description is somewhat external and direct, and these pieces of works of Zhang Jingli possess 

some kind of feelings that attract people by the heart weigh loss revealed by those noisy and floating 

visual images of different sizes. What’s more important, in these pieces of works painted by true tune 

malposed with the times, it is replete with the simple and even artless but moving and admiring social 

anxieties. 

 

The emergence of “Monkey King” means the focus of the inner experience of Zhang Jingli was shifted in 

which the social anxiety of the former stage has precipitated into a psychological normality and the deep 

psychological background of his works but his personally complicated and depressed inner feelings 

emerge in the strange and unpredicted real world, becoming the focus of the spiritual representation of 

his new works. Generally, every Chinese people born before or after 1970, has profound inner feelings on 

the deep changes of Chinese society since 1979. From the elation and inspiration in the initial stage of 

reform and opening up to the tense social atmosphere in the mid-late period of 1980s, the commercial 

tide of depoliticisation and off-elite and vulgar mass entertainment in 1990s, the radical ups and downs of 

stock market since the arrival of 21st century, and demonization of social economy marked by sharply 

rising housing price, etc., all of which they experienced passively will make them sob unceasingly when 



looking back. In the works of Zhang Jingli, such various complicated and gloomy inner feelings were 

finally condensed into all sorts of palmic images transformed from “Monkey King”, the mythic figure of the 

character ideal of people of this generation in their early youth. 

 

From the works of November 19, 2008 in 2008 to July 22, 2011 created recently, although three relatively 

stable image modes have been formed, “Monkey King” series of Zhang Jingli, in fact, is always in 

continuous self derivation and such change is all-around: in the works of November 19, 2008 a huge 

mushroom cloud is painstakingly painted as the external metaphor to the ominous real world, and in the 

works of July 22, 2011, all redundant visual elements are deleted but Monkey Kings of different sizes 

constitute more bright and beautiful but the same magic and worrying image purely; from the initial full 

picture composition to the round picture composition painstakingly emphasizing a distant pry psychology; 

from the painstaking emphasis on fierce and entangled psychical conflict to more obscure inner 

weariness in the increasingly indifferent and placid visual atmosphere; the language state becomes 

flexible and clam from initially tense and heavy one. 

  

What should be specially noticed is that, in the works completed recently such as October 8, 2010, the 

mythical image of “Monkey King” has been translated into a common figure in daily life in which only 

several small masks maintain the linkage with “Monkey King” here and faraway. October 8, 2010 imitates 

the unique visual atmosphere of zenith painting that figures and animals are floating in the air, constituting 

a rootless floating world. The somewhat gloomy and cold eye of a giraffe, the expressions of inspection 

and horror of one or two figures wearing masks, and many figures intoxicated in quite high-spirited and 

vigorous street corner movement compose a full ominous carnival image. Such works means that 

“Monkey King” series starts evolving from relatively narrow personal feeling to more complicated spiritual 

experience, during which we may not only witness more possibilities of the theme of “Monkey King”, but 

also feel wider thoughts and stronger confidence of Zhang Jingli-it seems that he is gradually driving into 

a fast lane that revealing his inner charm of true tune.  

 

－Fang Zhiling / August 30, 2011 


